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Abstract: The integration of communication networks and the internet of industrial control in
Industrial Control System (ICS) increases their vulnerability to cyber attacks, causing devastating
outcomes. Traditional Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) largely rely on predefined models and are
trained mostly on specific cyber attacks, which means the traditional IDS cannot cope with unknown
attacks. Additionally, most IDS do not consider the imbalanced nature of ICS datasets, thus suffering
from low accuracy and high False Positive Rates when being put to use. In this paper, we propose
the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON intrusion detection method for ICS, which consists of
NCO modules, double-layer DIFF_RF modules, and OPFYTHON modules. Detected traffic will be
divided into three categories by the double-layer DIFF_RF module: known attacks, unknown attacks,
and normal traffic. Then, the known attacks will be classified into specific attacks by the OPFYTHON
module according to the feature of attack traffic. Finally, we use the NCO module to improve the
model input and enhance the accuracy of the model. The results show that the proposed method
outperforms traditional intrusion detection methods, such as XGboost and SVM. The detection of
unknown attacks is also considerable. The accuracy of the dataset used in this paper reaches 98.13%.
The detection rates for unknown attacks and known attacks reach 98.21% and 95.1%, respectively.
Moreover, the method we proposed has achieved suitable results on other public datasets.

Keywords: industrial control system; machine learning; intrusion detection; cyber-security

1. Introduction

The early Industrial Control System (ICS) was relatively independent and rarely
connected to the external Internet, which made ICS mainly focus on the availability and
rapidity of the system, ignoring security. Therefore, the ICS is vulnerable to attacks from
the external internet [1]. Although there have been many studies on the detection methods
of known attack traffic in historical network traffic, with the emergence of unknown attacks
in the external internet, it is difficult to ensure the security of ICS only by detecting known
attacks [2]. In addition, the attack traffic generally only accounts for a small part of all
traffic in ICS, and the uneven distribution or imbalance of the data also makes it difficult
to establish an intrusion detection model [3]. Therefore, it is crucial to efficiently detect
unknown attacks and develop a model for imbalanced data in the ICS.

Intrusion detection methods are mainly divided into misuse-based and anomaly-
based intrusion detection methods [4]. Misuse-based intrusion detection methods detect
attack traffic in ICS by comparing the feature of detected traffic with the known attack
traffic of historical traffic. A misuse-based model, such as Snort [5], can efficiently detect
known attacks with a low False Positive Rate (FPR), but it cannot identify unknown attacks.
Anomaly-based intrusion detection methods detect attack traffic in ICS by comparing the
detected network traffic with normal network traffic. The anomaly-based model [6] can
detect all anomaly traffic, including known and unknown attacks. However, it has a high
FPR and cannot classify attacks by the feature of attack traffic.
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The isolation forest algorithm [7] has become one of the most commonly used algo-
rithms for early intrusion detection due to its simplicity and rapidity. However, it can
only filter out outliers, which cannot meet the requirements of the increasingly complex
ICS environment. In recent years, the heuristic intrusion detection method [8] has become
more and more popular as an anomaly-based intrusion detection method. It detects attack
traffic by monitoring and learning normal activities and events on the ICS [9–11]. The
more patterns it learns about normal activities and events, the more accurately it can detect
anomaly activities and events. Prasath [12] presented a heuristic algorithm for intrusion
detection in SDN networks. This method is focused on finding anomalies using extracted
features of flows, e.g., duration, protocol type, service. Mukhopadhyay et al. [13] proposed
a lightweight heuristic intrusion detection and prevention system; its decision-making
engine is based on frame data and source/destination addresses.

In addition, there are many common intrusion detection algorithms. Azeroual and
Nikiforova proposed an intrusion detection method based on the big data analysis engine
Apache Spark, which implements intrusion detection in Sparks MLlib through the k-
means algorithm [14]. The k-means algorithm relies on the extraction of feature variables.
When there is a lot of noise in the dataset, it is difficult for k-means algorithm to achieve
good results. Muhuri and Chatterjee developed a new method for intrusion detection to
classify the IDS dataset by combining a genetic algorithm for optimal feature selection and
LSTM with an RNN [15]. Xiao, Y. and Xiao, X. proposed a simplified residual network
(S-ResNet), which consists of several cascaded and simplified residual blocks. S-ResNet
optimizes the problem that residual networks (ResNets) tend to overfit to low-dimensional
and small-scale datasets [16]. However, compared with machine learning, the number of
parameters and the size of the dataset required for deep learning are considerable, which
significantly increases the training cost. Zheng and Hong proposed an improved linear
discriminant analysis method based on extreme learning machine (ELM) classification for
intrusion detection. This method improves linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and then
uses it to reduce feature dimensions [17]. However, such methods cannot detect unknown
attacks. SVM and OCSVM are also common intrusion detection algorithms. SVM [18] and
OCSVM [19] are similar in that they cannot detect the attack category.

To address the limitations of misuse-based and anomaly-based intrusion detection
methods and imbalanced training samples, we propose the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–
OPFYTHON intrusion detection method for ICS. First, we propose the normal_DIFF_RF–
OPFYTHON method. The first step of normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON uses the DIFF_RF
module, quickly filtering out anomaly traffic by comparing the detected network traffic
with the normal traffic. This step makes the following OPFYTHON module no longer
fit a large amount of normal traffic, because the normal traffic has been filtered by the
normal_DIFF_RF module, which solves the imbalance of the training samples. The second
step uses the OPFYTHON module to compare the filtered anomaly traffic with the known
attack traffic. In this step, the filtered anomaly traffic is classified according to feature of
attack traffic, which solves the problem that the first step can only detect the attack traffic
but cannot classify it by its features.

There are two types of problems in the above normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON:
(i) The accuracy of the model is largely affected by the accuracy of normal_DIFF_RF.
(ii) It is unable to identify unknown attacks. When unknown attack traffic appears

in the detected network traffic, the unknown attack traffic will be classified into the most
similar known attack traffic by the OPFYTHON.

In this paper, we focus on the above two types of problems to improve the normal_DIFF_
RF–OPFYTHON intrusion detection method and propose the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–
OPFYTHON intrusion detection model as the final model. By analyzing the experimental
results, the method solves the imbalance of training samples. The accuracy and the detection
rate of unknown attacks reach 98.7% and 98.21%, respectively.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work and
some algorithms. Section 3 discusses the dataset preparation, the evaluation metrics of the
final model, and experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

The intrusion detection method we proposed consists of three modules: the NCO
module, the double-layer DIFF_RF module, and the OPFYTHON module. It mainly
includes the following five steps:

(1) Preprocessing the original ICS network traffic data, including converting categorical
variables to numeric variables, normalization, and splitting the data.

(2) Using the NCO algorithm to optimize the input structure of the double-layer
DIFF_RF module.

(3) Training the double-layer DIFF_RF module and the OPFYTHON module with the
training set.

(4) Integrating the NCO module, the double-layer DIFF_RF module, and the OP-
FYTHON module to obtain a complete intrusion detection model (NCO–double-layer
DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON) and optimize the parameters.

(5) Using the testing set to prove the feasibility, reliability, and superiority of the
method we proposed.

The complete structure of the intrusion detection method is shown in Figure 1.
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2.1. Normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON Model

There is often an imbalance of data in the network traffic of ICS. The imbalance of
training samples will significantly affect the accuracy of the model. In this section, we
propose the normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON detection model. It uses the binary classifica-
tion normal_DIFF_RF [20] module to filter the attack traffic in the detected network traffic
firstly, and then uses the multi-classification OPFYTHON [21] module to classify the attack
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traffic. In this way, the OPFYTHON module does not need to fit a large of normal traffic
during the training phase, and solves the imbalance of datasets caused by a large of normal
network traffic.

2.1.1. DIFF_RF Algorithm

The DIFF_RF algorithm builds a model by fitting the traffic of the same label to
determine whether the detected network traffic belongs to this label. For example, during
the training phase, DIFF_RF only fits the normal network traffic among all the network
traffic. In the testing phase, it is judged whether the detected network traffic is normal
network traffic.

The training phase of the DIFF_RF module needs to set two meta-parameters: Ψ,
the number of subsets S randomly drawn from training samples, and t, the number of
trees in the forest. The DIFF_RF F = {T(S1), T(S2), . . . T(St)} consists of {S1, S2, . . . St}
randomly drawn. Dimensions with high entropy can be assimilated to noise, so the
DIFF_RF algorithm prefers to use medium-low entropy input variables to train the model.
In order to obtain the entropy of each input variable, the DIFF_RF will calculate the entropy
of all input variables by histogram. Equation (1) shows the calculation process of the entropy
of each input variable, and Equation (2) shows the process of entropy normalization.

Entropy calculation:

EEi =
−1

log2(#bins)

#bins

∑
k=1

bk/|S|· log2(bk/|S|) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . d} (1)

where #bins is the number of bins in the histogram, and S is a subset randomly drawn from
the training samples.

Entropy normalization:

Hqi = 1− Hq/ log2(#bins) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . d} (2)

where Hq is the entropy of each of input variable.
We constructed a DIFF Tree of each sample using Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Built a DIFF Tree

DIFF_Tree (S, h, hmax)
Input (S: a sample randomly drawn from Xn, h: the current depth level,
hmax: the maximal depth limit, empirically set up to log2 ψ)
1 : if h ≥ hmax or |S| ≤ 1
2: fn = |S|/ψ

3 : if |S| ≥ 0:
4: MS = Mean(S)
5 : σS = standard_Deviation(S)
6: else:
7 : MS = None
8 : σS = None
9: end if
10: return leafNode (S, MS, σS, fr)
11: else:
12 : D = get_qDistribution(S)
13: Randomly select a dimension q ∈ {1, . . . , d} according to distribution D
14: Randomly select a split value P between max and min values along dimension
15 : Sl = f ilter(S, q < p), Sr = f ilter(S, q ≥ p)
16: return inNode(Left = DIFF_Tree (Sl , h + 1, hmax),
17: Right = DIFF_Tree (Sr, h + 1, hmax),
18: splitAtt = q, splitVal = p)
19: end if
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During the testing phase, the DIFF_RF algorithm classifies the detected network traffic
by calculating scores and setting an appropriate threshold parameter. When the score is
less than the threshold, the detected traffic is considered to be the same type with training
sample. Otherwise, it is considered not to be the same network traffic. Equation (3) shows
the process of calculating the score δT(x) of each DIFF tree.

δT(x) = 2
−α· 1d

d
∑

i=1
(

x(i)−MS(i)
σS

)
2

(3)

where MS(i) represents the centroid of the i-th input variable in the training samples, x(i)
represents the value of the i-th input variable in the testing samples, and σS represents the
standard deviation of the training samples.

The DIFF algorithm calculated score is the average mathematical expectation of each
tree in the forest. Equation (4) shows the process of calculating the score pwas(x) of
DIFF_RF, where E represents the average mathematical expectation.

pwas(x) = −E(δT(x)) (4)

2.1.2. OPFYTHON Algorithm

The OPFYTHON algorithm converts the training set into a complete graph, and the
complete graph consists of several nodes and arcs connecting the nodes. Each sample in
the training set corresponds to a node in the complete graph, and the arc between the two
adjacent nodes corresponds to the distance between the two adjacent nodes. The larger
the weight of the arc between the adjacent nodes, the lower the similarity between the
two nodes.

During the modeling process, let Z be a dataset composed of training and testing sets
denoted as Z1 and Z2, respectively. One can define a graph G = (V, A)3 which belongs to
Z such that v(s) ∈ V, where S stands for a sample in dataset Z and v(·) stands for a feature
extraction function. Additionally, let A be an adjacency relation that connects samples in V,
and let chord-distance be a distance function that weighs edges in A. Of course, there are
many choices of distance function for the OPFYTHON algorithm, and the chord-distance is
just one of them. Equation (5) shows the calculation formula of chord-distance.

chord-distance =

√
2− 2

∑n
i=1 xiyi

∑n
i=1 x2

i •∑
n
i=1 y2

i
(5)

In the training phase, let πS be a path in G that ends in nodes s ∈ V and let 〈πS·(s, t)〉
be the nexus between path πS and arc (s, t) ∈ A. The OPF classifier aims at establishing a
set of prototype nodes S ⊆ V using a cost function f defined by Equation (6).

fmax(〈S〉) =
{

0
+∞

, i f s ∈ S
, otherwise

fmax(πS · 〈s, t〉) = max{ fmax(πS), d(s, t)}
(6)

where fmax(πS · 〈s, t〉) is the maximum distance between adjacent samples along the path
πS · 〈s, t〉. Thus, its training algorithm minimizes fmax for every sample t ∈ Z1, assigning
an optimum path P(t) with a minimum cost defined by Equation (7).

C(t) = min
∀πt∈(Z1,A)

{ fmax(πt)} (7)

In the testing phase, each sample t will be connected to a sample s ∈ V1, becoming part
of the original graph. The algorithm’s goal is to find an optimum path P(t) that connects a
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prototype to node t, which is achieved by evaluation of the path through an optimum cost
function denoted by Equation (8).

C(t) = min
∀s∈Z1

{max{C(s), d(s, t)}} (8)

2.2. NCO–Normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTH Model

As mentioned at the end of the introduction, there are two types of problems in the
normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON model.

(i) The accuracy of the model is largely affected by the accuracy of normal_DIFF_RF.
(ii) It is unable to identify unknown attacks.
For the first problem (i), in this section, we improve the DIFF_RF module by nested

clustered optimization (NCO) [22] based on the above work. NCO contains the instabil-
ity within each cluster, and the instability caused by intra-cluster noise does not propa-
gate across clusters. Compared to before the improvement, the NCO–normal_DIFF_RF–
OPFYTHON model has a better weight distribution of input variables, and it reduces the
prediction error of the model.

Certain covariance structures in the input variables can increase the prediction error
of the model. For example, assuming the correlation matrix between two variables is C, the
matrix C can be diagonalized as CW = WΛ, where:

C =

[
1 ρ
ρ 1

]
, Λ =

[
1 + ρ
1− ρ

]
, W =

[ 1√
2

1√
2

1√
2
− 1√

2

]
(9)

Inverse C to derive C−1.

C−1 = WΛ−1W ′ =
1
|C|

[
1 −ρ
−ρ 1

]
(10)

where |C| = Λ1,1Λ2,2 = (1 + ρ)(1 − ρ) = 1 − ρ2. From the above, we can see that
the correlation coefficients deviating from 0 will cause |C| to approach 0, which makes
the values of C−1 explode. In the training phase, this signal structure will increase the
prediction error of the model.

The processing steps of the NCO algorithm are as follows:
(1) Clustering all input variables into subsets of highly correlated variables by a

hierarchical method.
(2) Calculating optimal allocations for each of these subsets of highly correlated

variables separately.
(3) Calculating optimal allocations for each of the variables in all subsets of highly

correlated variables.
(4) Calculating the dot product of the intra-cluster allocations (step 2) and the inter-

cluster allocations (step 3) to obtain the final optimal allocation.
The flow chart of the NCO is shown in Figure 2.

2.3. NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON Model

A second problem remains in the NCO–normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON.
(ii) It is unable to identify unknown attacks. When unknown attack traffic appears

in the detected network traffic, the unknown attack traffic will be classified into the most
similar known attack traffic by the OPFYTHON module.

For problem (ii), in this section, we improve the model structure based on the above
work. Finally, we propose the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON method. It
adds a layer of anomaly_DIFF_RF module to the NCO–normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON
model. During the training phase, anomaly_DIFF_RF only fits the known attack traffic
among all the network traffic. In the testing phase, it is judged whether the detected
network traffic is known attack traffic. The anomaly_DIFF_RF module can only determine
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whether the detected network traffic is a known attack, which means that it can only
classify the detected network traffic into two categories: belonging or not belonging to
known attacks. That is to say, the anomaly_DIFF_RF module will classify both normal
network traffic and known attack traffic as not unknown attack traffic. However, before
the anomaly_DIFF_RF module, the normal_DIFF_RF module will classify the detected
network traffic as belonging or not belonging to normal network traffic. By establishing
the double-layer DIFF_RF module, consisting of the normal_DIFF_RF module and the
anomaly_DIFF_RF module, the detected network traffic is divided into three categories:
normal traffic, known attacks, and unknown attacks.
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After the above step-by-step improvement, the final NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–
OPFYTHON model solves the following three problems.

(i) Imbalanced training samples caused by excessive normal network traffic.
(ii) Low accuracy caused by DIFF_RF module.
(iii) Inability to identify unknown attacks.
The complete detection process of the final NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON

model is shown in Figure 4.
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3. Results
3.1. Dataset Description

The dataset used in this paper is the network traffic in the real ICS collected by
Wireshark. The dataset contains 92,272 network traffic data points, including 57,693 normal
network traffic data points and 34,579 attack traffic data points. There are five categories of
attacks in the 34,579 attack traffic data points. In order to improve the quality of the dataset,
we preprocessed the above original dataset by deleting data with missing values, randomly
extracting data to reduce the amount of data, etc. The data distribution of the preprocessed
valid dataset used in this paper is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The data distribution of the preprocessed valid dataset.

Category Label Count Imbalance

Natural 0 30,000 1
Arp 1 2000 15

DDoS 2 2000 15
Socket 3 2000 15
Nmap 4 2000 15
Scapy 5 500 60

Category is the category of traffic, including natural traffic and five kinds of attack
traffic; Label is the class label; Count is the statistical quantity of each category; and
Imbalance is the imbalance coefficient (the ratio of large sample class to small sample
class) [23].

In order to test the detection ability of unknown attacks, we regard 500 groups of
scapy attacks as unknown attacks, and they do not participate in the training phase. Labels
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0–4 in the dataset are divided into the training set and the testing set according to the ratio
of 2:1. Label 5 in the dataset is added to the testing set. The training set mentioned above is
used to train the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON model, and the testing set is
used to test the reliability of the model.

3.2. Evaluation Metrics

The most significant indicator that quantitatively evaluates the performance of the
proposed architectures is the (Accuracy, Acc) metric, defined as follows [24]:

Acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(11)

where True Positives (TP) indicate the number of anomaly measurements that are identified
as anomaly, False Positives (FP) denote the number of normal records that are identified as
anomaly, True Negatives (TN) correspond to the number of normal records that are identi-
fied as normal, and False Negatives (FN) denote the number of anomaly measurements
that are characterized as normal. The confusion matrix [25] is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Confusion matrix.

True False

Positive TP FP
Negative FN TN

Additionally, we selected the False Positive Rate (FPR) and False Negative Rate (FNR)
as evaluation metrics to determine the degree of separability among the different categories
since it measures the classification performance of positive and negative. FNR and FPR
scores close to 0 indicate highly robust models that can determine the different classes.
Moreover, we exploit the Precision, Recall, and F1-score metrics defined as follows [26]:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, Recall =

TP
TP + FN

, F1− score =
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
(12)

A high score on the Precision metric indicates a lower False Positive Rate, i.e., achieving
less fault-free data that were incorrectly marked as faulty. On the other hand, a high score
on the Recall metric demonstrates low ratio of False Negatives, and thus prevents false
event detection. F1-score provides the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall by capturing
these two measures in a single metric. Finally, in order to test the classification ability of
different attacks, including known and unknown attacks, we use the Detection Rate (DR)
as another evaluation metric for model evaluation. DR reflects the ability of the model to
classify abnormal samples, which is defined as follows [27]:

DR =
TP

TP + FN
(13)

3.3. Experimental Results

In the following paragraphs, we demonstrate the evaluation results obtained using the
proposed formulations: (i) NCO–normal_DIFF–OPFYTHON for some situations without
unknown attacks, and (ii) NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON for some situations
with unknown attacks. Regarding the dataset split, we follow a 66.7–33.3% split ratio for
both architectures, considering 66.7% of our dataset for the training phase, and 33.3% for
the testing phase. Since we are dealing with real-world data that are highly incomplete, we
preprocess the raw data to ensure the validity of the dataset.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the DIFF_RF algorithm needs to set two threshold
parameters as hyper-parameters for the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON model.
Appropriate parameters can make the model perform better. Therefore, in Figure 5, we
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show the Acc and DR_unknown of the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON model
under different threshold parameters. It is worth mentioning that the DIFF_RF module
classifies the network traffic by calculating the score and comparing it with the threshold
parameter, and since the score calculated by the DIFF_RF module is normalized to [−1,0],
the value of the threshold parameter is set to [−1,0].

Figure 5. Acc and DR_unknown under different threshold parameters. (a) Acc under different
threshold parameters. (b) DR_unknown under different threshold parameters.

In Figure 5a, the x-axis represents the threshold parameter of the normal_DIFF_RF
module, the y-axis represents the threshold parameter of the anomaly_DIFF_RF module,
and the z-axis represents the accuracy of the model on the testing sets, which includes
known attacks and unknown attack traffic. The darker the color of the column, the higher
the accuracy of the model, and the red column is the column with the highest accuracy. As
we can see, when the threshold parameter of the normal_DIFF_RF module is −0.6 and the
threshold parameter of the anomaly_DIFF_RF module is −0.7, the model has the highest
classification accuracy on the testing set, including known attacks and unknown attacks,
and the accuracy reaches 98.7%. Under the same parameters, the detection rate of unknown
attacks (in this experiment, we use 500 groups of scapy attacks as unknown attack traffic)
reaches 97.8%.

In Figure 5b, the x-axis and y-axis are the same as the Figure 5a, and the z-axis
represents the detection rate of unknown attacks. The darker the color of the column, the
higher the detection rate of unknown attack of the model, and the red column is the column
with the highest detection rate of unknown attack. When the threshold parameter of the
normal_DIFF_RF module is −0.8, and the threshold parameter of the anomaly_DIFF_RF
module is −0.6, the model has the highest detection rate for unknown attacks, which
reaches 98.21%. Under the same parameters, the accuracy of the model reaches 98.39%.

Although the highest accuracy reaches 98.7% and the highest detection rate of un-
known attacks reaches 98.21%, we can find that the threshold parameters of both are
different, which means that the accuracy and the detection rate of unknown attacks can-
not be optimal under the same threshold parameters. In engineering applications, it is
necessary to make flexible choices according to the actual situation.

Figure 6 shows the results of OPFYTHON, normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON, NCO–
normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON, and NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON on the
dataset we used in this paper. Since only the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON
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model can detect unknown attacks, in order to ensure the fairness of the experimental
process, the testing set of the experiment shown in Figure 6 eliminates the unknown attacks.
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Figure 6 shows six evaluation metrics for different intrusion detection methods, and
the content in brackets after the evaluation metrics is the start and end of the axis scale.
Figure 6 shows that of the four intrusion detection methods, the NCO–normal_DIFF_RF–
OPFYTHON model has the best performance in detecting known attacks. The final model
NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON has an extra layer of anomaly_DIFF_RF module
compared to normal_NCO–DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON. The anomaly_DIFF_RF module cannot
achieve 100% accuracy, resulting in the accuracy and other evaluation metrics of NCO–
double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON being inferior to normal_NCO–DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON.
In other words, the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON model sacrifices part of its
performance to achieve the detection of unknown attacks. Another point to address in
Figure 6 is that the OPF model has the best performance on the FNR evaluation metrics,
because the OPF model is a misuse-based intrusion detection model. In contrast, others are
mixed misuse- and anomaly-based models.

The high correlation between the input variables will affect the training effect of
the model. A heatmap of the correlation coefficients of input variables [28] is shown in
Figure 7. In the heatmap, the correlation coefficient of each two input variables is in the
corresponding position, and the darker the color of A, the stronger the correlation between
the two input variables. We can see that the correlation coefficients of some input variables
exceed 0.7, which will have adverse effects on modeling [29]. However, the NCO module
solves the problem of high correlation between the input variables by optimizing the signal
structure of the input variables. As mentioned in Section 2.2, it clusters all input variables
into subsets of highly correlated variables, and calculates the optimal allocations for each
intra-cluster and inter-cluster. At last, it calculates the dot product of the intra-cluster
allocations and the inter-cluster allocations to obtain the final optimal allocation.

In order to verify the superiority of the method we proposed, Table 3 shows the com-
parison results between the intrusion detection method we proposed and other traditional
intrusion detection methods [30–33]. The conventional machine learning algorithm is
supervised learning and cannot detect unknown attacks. In order to ensure the fairness of
the experimental process, the testing set in Table 3 eliminates the unknown attacks.

Based on Table 3, the NCO–normal_DIFF_RF–OPF model is significantly better than
other conventional intrusion detection models in different evaluation metrics, especially in
the detection rate of various attacks. The performance of the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–
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OPFYTHON model is slightly lower than NCO–normal_DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON, but it can
detect unknown attacks.
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Table 3. The results of the method we proposed and traditional methods.

Acc Pr Rec F1 Fpr Fnr Dr-
Arp

Dr-
DDOS

Dr-
Socket

Dr-
Nmap

Dr-
Unknown

Random Forset 92.21 91.17 99.93 95.35 36.30 0.06 97.60 99.10 8.20 44.80 no
Decision Tree 90.74 99.85 98.59 99.22 15.50 1.41 99.80 0 98.40 46.80 no

SVM 93.44 95.27 99.84 97.50 18.60 0.16 99.80 98.50 51.80 26.20 no
XGboost 93.63 96.77 98.60 97.68 12.35 1.40 99.80 99.30 98.40 1.60 no

NCO–normal_DIFF–OPF 98.68 99.82 98.55 99.18 4.50 1.40 99.80 100 99.00 91.80 no
NCO–double-layer

DIFF–OPF 98.13 99.95 98.87 99.40 3.20 1.13 97.40 99.80 97.00 86.20 98.21

Figure 8 shows the different evaluation metrics of the NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–
OPFYTHON model on datasets of different sizes.
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Figure 8 shows seven evaluation metrics of the model we proposed on datasets of
different sizes, including 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. In Figure 8, we can see that the
dataset size of 10% outperforms 25% and 50% on some evaluation metrics. There is a
random function in the double-layer DIFF_RF module, which has a random effect on the
experimental results. When the size of the datasets is too tiny, this random phenomenon
will be more obvious. However, with the increase in the size of the datasets, although
this random phenomenon also exists, it will have less of an impact on the experimental
results. This resembles a coin toss experiment—maybe the distribution of the results of
ten experiments will be uneven, but with the increase in the number of experiments, the
distribution of experimental results will stabilize to 50%.

With the increase in the size of the datasets, the evaluation metrics of the NCO–double-
layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON model are also improving, which is reasonable in the real
world. When the size of the datasets is increased from 10% to 75%, the accuracy, FPR,
F1, and Precision of the model are significantly improved. However, we can see that
when the size of the datasets is about 75%, the evaluation metrics of the model are only
slightly less than 100%, which means that the training cost of the model can be reduced
by appropriately reducing the size of the datasets when the model does not require the
ultimate detection accuracy.

In order to verify the reliability of the intrusion detection method we proposed, the
method is also applied to other public datasets, including the University of Mississippi
natural gas pipeline datasets [34] and CIC-IDS-2017 datasets [35]. In the experiments on
the pipeline dataset, we set the NMRI attacks as unknown attacks to test the detection rate
of the unknown attacks. The NMRI attacks only participate in the testing phase and do not
participate in any training phase. In the experiments on the CIC-IDS-2017 dataset, we set
the bot attacks as unknown attacks to test the detection rate of the unknown attacks. The
bot attacks only participate in the testing phase and do not participate in any training phase.
Table 4 shows the results of our proposed ICS intrusion detection method on pipeline
datasets, CIC-IDS-2017 datasets, and the datasets used in this paper.
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Table 4. The results of the three datasets.

Acc Pr Rec F1 Fpr Fnr Dr_Known 1 Dr_Unknown

Gas pipeline 97.97 99.32 97.52 98.41 1.18 2.48 99.80 97.87
CIC-IDS-2017 96.82 99.19 95.18 97.14 0.99 4.82 98.36 99.40

This paper 98.13 99.95 98.87 99.40 3.20 1.13 95.10 98.21
1 The unknown attacks set by pipeline and CIC-IDS-2017 are NMRI and bot, respectively.

According to Table 4, the intrusion detection method we proposed has considerable
evaluation metrics on different datasets. The method can efficiently identify known attacks
that exist in the training set and unknown attacks that do not exist in the training set.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we examined the performance of efficient and robust intrusion detection
methods based on machine learning, namely, NCO–double-layer DIFF_RF–OPFYTHON,
for the challenging problem of imbalanced training samples and the inability to detect
unknown attacks. The method was trained on its own dataset and two public datasets and
simulates scenarios of unknown attacks by making particular partitions of the datasets.
The proposed intrusion detection method presents high-quality results regarding the
classification accuracy, the function of detecting unknown attacks, and the evaluation
metrics compared to state-of-the-art intrusion detection methods. The superiority of the
proposed intrusion detection method is evidenced in the fact that it presents high detection
accuracy, resolves the imbalance of training samples in the real world, and resolves the
problem that the intrusion detection method based on supervised learning cannot detect
unknown attacks. The accuracy and the detection rate of unknown attacks of the method
reach 98.7% and 98.21%, respectively, which is a satisfactory experimental result.

In terms of future work, there are a few directions worth exploring. In this paper, for
example, the basis classifier modules are shallow machine learning algorithms. This can be
improved by using a more powerful neural network architecture. In addition, in this study,
all the detected unknown attacks are marked as one category. In future work, the unknown
attacks can be clustered and analyzed to further classify the detected unknown attacks. It
is worth pointing out that the number of unknown attacks is only a small fraction after all,
so it is difficult to further classify unknown attacks by cluster analysis. Since training a
more powerful neural network requires a lot of data, it is important to explore how to train
a new model when the number of samples belonging to this class is limited.
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